
 

  



YOUR FIRST CASH FLOW ZONE TRADE 
 

 

 
 

Your First Cash Flow Zone Trade:  
How to Collect $1,000s by Next Week 
 
STOP! New to Weekly Cash Flow? Read this! 
 
If you’re brand new and have NOT gone through our video academy we do not recommend you 
act on anything you see below. Review our educational series and handbook first. Cash Flow 
Zone opportunities require knowledge of Iron Condors. Don’t be lazy. Our Cash Flow Zone 
Academy includes everything you need to know. 
 

 
 

>> Click here now to watch << 
 
 
If you’re already familiar with this strategy, read on below for this week’s opportunity… 
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YOUR FIRST CASH FLOW ZONE TRADE 
 

 

Welcome to Your First Rich Dad’s  
Weekly Cash Flow Issue! 

Dear Reader, 
 
Welcome to your first Rich Dad’s Weekly Cash Flow issue! 
 
These issues will follow a three-part structure every week: 
 

1. Cash Flow Context: I’ll write to you with the big picture. It will improve your perspective 
on the world & money and your relationship with them. It might be about why cash flow 
is so important. Or, destroying some financial myth taught by today’s fake teachers. 
 

2. Cash Flow Content: With that context, my friend and colleague, Scott Stewart, will dive 
into this week’s specific market analysis. This will teach you a timely investing lesson 
and setup up a Cash Flow Zone opportunity. 
 

3. Cash Flow Zone Instruction: A step-by-step video instructional created by our team. 
Once you’re in the right frame of mind (context) it will show you how Scott’s content can 
be acted upon using a Cash Flow Zone trade. This will always be a video at the bottom 
of our issues. You’ll see some technical analysis, the risk and reward, the probability for 
this week’s trade, and a walkthrough of how to actually navigate a mock brokerage 
account to place these kind of trades. 

 
All three facets will combine to help you become proficient from generating cash flow from 
paper assets using the “Cash Flow Zone” strategy. 
 
Those are the two most important words any investor should know: cash flow.  
 
That’s why I wrote Rich Dad Poor Dad and created my CASHFLOW board game.  
 
The two most important words in the real world of money are cash flow. 
 
Is cash flowing out of your income statement?  
 
Or is it flowing in?  
 
For the average person, it’s flowing out. It’s a jet stream going out the back. They can’t stop it.  
 
So to have a weekly publication to show you a strategy where cash is flowing in sounds like a 
good idea to me. I’m excited you’re onboard. 
 
The system we’re teaching you here week in and week out gives you a fighting shot they 
reversing the cash-flow direction. It will take work and dedication. You’ll need to go through the 
educational materials linked at the top of this email. You’ll have to read Scott and my words 
closely and think for yourself. 
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YOUR FIRST CASH FLOW ZONE TRADE 
 

 
 
I’m only pretty good at cash flowing with paper assets. But I’ve been working with a real expert 
and friend on this project — Scott Stewart.  
 
The reason we’ve co-ventured on this project, is because we hate to see our friends and families 
get wiped out when markets drop. Or when they take bad financial advice.  
 
So, Scott and I joined forces to give you another point of view than: “Invest for the long term… 
buy, hold, pray… and get wiped out.” 
 
I think that’s the worst financial advice ever, especially today. 
 
I can tell you, there’s no better feeling than a cash flow strategy that makes the checks come in 
instead of going out.  
 
Stick with the process week in and week out.  Be a student instead of lazily trying to get us to 
tell you everything you need to do. Learn as we publish these issues so you can be independent 
and make the best choices for yourself. 
 
Are you ready to get started? 
 
Scott has an important lesson for you on these week’s opportunity, below about market swings. 
Read on…  
 
Here’s to generating cash flow, 

 
Robert Kiyosaki 
Editor, Rich Dad’s Weekly Cash Flow 
 

Today’s Opportunity: Alibaba Group Holding 
Limited (NYSE: BABA) 
 

Dear Rich Dad’s Weekly Cash Flow Reader, 
  
On Tuesday the Dow Jones rallied slightly after President Trump called for payroll tax cuts and 
other measures revolved around the coronavirus.  
 
As of writing, Dow Jones futures fell 3.1%. The S&P 500 futures have lost 3.25%. And Nasdaq 
100 futures have fallen by 2.95%.  
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Perhaps surprisingly, Chinese stocks are far less affected by market panic than US stocks have 
been. That’s why Alibaba Group Holding Limited (NYSE: BABA) has presented itself as our best 
opportunity for our next Cash Flow Zone. 
 
We’ll set up a full and wide iron condor today, with as high probability of profit we could likely 
get right now, given all the volatility markets are enduring. 
 
In markets like this, as volatile as they are, you need to continue to trade. The law of averages 
lends itself to large sample sizes. And with our system tracking at a 90% win-rate, we’re best 
served to trade as much as possible. But the smartest way to do that is to trade small, in 
accordance with your portfolio size. We want to keep dry powder at the ready for any possible 
adjustments needed.  
 
All the best, 

   

Scott Stewart 

Co-editor, Rich Dad’s Weekly Cash Flow 
 
 
 
Best wishes in prosperity, 
 

 
 
Scott Stewart 
Co-editor, Rich Dad’s Weekly Cash Flow 
 

 

This Week’s Cash Flow Zone Opportunity 
Prepared by the Weekly Cash Flow Team 

 
Click here or click the image below to watch your 

trade walk-through video. 
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While we continue to see unprecedented volatility in the overall market, our positions continue 
to perform wonderfully!  
 
We've also found a new opportunity within this market chaos to build another high probability 
Iron condor. 
 
 
Here’s how to set up your Cash Flow Zone on BABA… 
 
Buy to open BABA April 17, 2020 $165 strike PUTS 

Sell to open BABA April 17, 2020 $170 strike PUTS 

Sell to open BABA April 17, 2020 $245 strike CALLS 

Buy to open BABA April 17, 2020 $250 strike CALLS 

 
Look for a net credit around $0.60 per share. 
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